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So much love!
Wow! Your appreciations this week were phenomenal! I can
really tell that you are inspired and excited by what your
friends contribute to the newsletter. I hope you enjoy them.
Keep them coming next week!
I decided on this photo of the turtles, from a walk Noah,
Rowen, Melanie, and Brad took, because it makes me think of
family and friends (like all of you!) hanging out together on a
log. And, it made me think of the walks many of us are taking
these days and how on those walks we get to notice the nature,
flowers, mountains, and animals around us and maybe
something about how our bodies are strong or how they move.
What are you noticing these days?
Jules had the idea to put photos of us as we are in stay-athome, so you will see photos of us keeping our distance and
being online so we stay safe. Share your photos for next week!
Did you all know I have a baby in my belly? Guess what? This
week, my baby is as big as a rutabaga and might be starting to
grow hair! I can feel him wiggling around inside. Sometimes he
pokes me, too. Can you believe all of us (your parents
included!) were ever that small and in someone’s belly? Love,
Liddy
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Flowers & Tulips
By Alberta Clayton
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Mad Libs
Visit to the Doctor
By Adi Meier - Arentz

Patient: Whenever I see a __________ it makes me ___________.
(noun)

(verb)

Doctor: Oh man, you have the shmuddlewinkies you must eat _________ton(s)
(number)

of___________ per day
(inedible noun)

Patient: How do I eat that?
Doctor: Put it in your mouth and chew it!!
Patient: Then my teeth will fall out!!
Doctor: Then go to Dr. Ouchie, not me!!
2 days later at Dr. Ouchie’s office:
Patient: I lost all my teeth in _______________ day(s)!!
(small number)

Dr. Ouchie: Then how are you talking normally?
Patient: My __________________ let me borrow these fake teeth!!!!!
(family member)

Dr. Ouchie: How old is your _______________________?
(same family member as before)

Patient: I have no idea, but probably at least ________________years old.
(very large number)

Dr. Ouchie: Tut tut tut. Anyway, back to the point...
Patient: Look, Baby Yoda is standing next to you. Baby Yoda, can you heal me?
Baby Yoda: Yes, but give me your fake teeth fi rst, you must.
Patient: Okay, here they are.
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Baby Yoda: Eaaaaaaaaaaooooooooooowwwww!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Patient: Baby Yoda, you don't stick them down your throat. Oh good, you were able to pull them
back out!!!!!!
Baby Yoda: CRUNCH
Patient:_______________!
(exclamation)

Baby Yoda: Yuck! Those tasted like

!
(noun-something really gross)

Patient: You have tasted

before???!!!
(noun- same gross noun as above)

Baby Yoda: yup
__________________________________________________________________________

Rowen and Noah
like puzzles!
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Poems
Flowers

Spring

Photo & Poem by Lola Owoo

Pastel & Poem by Noah Heinz

Flowers
Are beautiful
Like lilac and lily
They are pretty and colorful
I love

Spring is fantastic.
Flowers
They can taste good

It’s when all the animals wake up.
Especially butterflies.

Like lavender cake and

Bees pollenate. Bears wake up.

Poppy seed muﬃns are pleasant

People go out to play.

That is

Yahoo! Yahoo!

Why I
Think flowers are
Nice I also think they
Are good and beautiful that is
Flowers
Neighborhood News
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Art

Wizard Cassie
By Cassie Meier - Arentz

Bird’s Nest
Coloring page
By Olive Shanahan
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Heart
By Julian Bastien

Pizza in the Park
By Hedy Clayton
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Turtle
By Vincent Bastien

Triangle Pattern
By Olive Shanahan

Untitled
By Rowen Heinz
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Unicorn Land
By Elle Ahmadi

Boby in the Ice Cream
By Miles Ahmadi
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Art Reproductions

Rosa Parks, by Noah Heinz

American Gothic, by Jackson Meier - Arentz
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Building

Lego Jet
By Rowen Heinz

SR71
By Rowen Heinz
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Recipe
Maki’s Cinnamon Rolls
By Maki Owoo

Total Time: 30mins
10-12 cinnamon rolls
Ingredients:
• 16oz pizza dough
•

2 tbsp softened butter

•

3 tbsp sugar

•

3 teaspoons cinnamon

Instructions:
•Preheat oven to 400 F.
•Roll out dough on a floured surface. If dough is
too sticky to roll, just add more flour.
•Roll very thinly (just under 1/4-inch is perfect).
•Mix the butter, sugar and cinnamon in a bowl.
•Spread the butter mix on top of the rolled out
flour.
•Roll the dough as seen in the picture as tightly
as possible.
•Cut dough.
•Put in a greased baking pan.
•Bake 20 minutes.
•Once cooled spread the sugar glaze on the rolls.
Cinnamon Roll Glaze
•1 cup powdered sugar
•2 tbsp milk
Instructions:
Whisk the sugar and milk together to form a glaze.
Drizzle over rolls with a spoon.

Ummmmm yummmmyyyyyyy
Neighborhood News
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Activities
Last Week’s Answers

Math Riddle
By Matt Arentz

There is a three digit number. The second digit is four times as big as the third
digit, while the first digit is three less than the second digit. What is the number?

Answer: 141, although 582 works as well!!
Did you guess correctly? Matt got answers from Jackson, Adi, Cassie, Vincent, and Liddy’s dad!

Survey Results
What is your favorite name for the newsletter?

• Neighborhood News has received 3 votes
• Neighbor News has received 1 vote
• Neighborville News has received 1 vote
• Friend News has received 0 votes
Neighborhood News has the most votes, so we will stick with that name for
now. Thanks for sharing your votes and ideas!
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Appreciations and Compliments
Alberta’s Cherry Illustration
I like it. It makes me feel like I’m hungry for cherries.
From, Noah
Dear Alec,
Nice Alec, you got me with that riddle. Looking forward to your next riddle.
From, Alberta
Immanuel’s Minions were my favorite.
From, Elle
Hedy—Your art makes me smile! I love the bright colors of the Rainbow Cake and the
smiles on the cake and heart. Plus, your cake looks good enough to eat!
From, Liddy
Dear Rowen,
Your boat was color-filled and built with love I could not have done better! I love all the
eﬀort and color that went into this amazing boat!
From, Alberta
Adi, thanks for the cookie recipe!
From, Julian
Dear Noah,
The yellow slide in the back gives your tree house a magical pop of color. I love the flower
vibes such a wonderful décor for a window.
Your drawing is amazing. It is so well drawn. I think you are very talented.
From, Alberta
Gideon—I love the creativity and detail you bring to the houses you’ve drawn. Your house in
the middle of the world looks so cozy and inviting, especially with the front door partially
open and the smoke coming out of the chimney. I want to go inside!
From, Liddy
Dear Vincent,
The greens, blue and white made your art pop as all the color and contrast was amazing!
From, Alberta
I really liked how Adi did the recipe.
From, Cassie
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Miles—I like how your drawings are creative and have an interesting story behind them.
The more I look, the more details I notice, like Pixel’s geometric eyes and fearsome teeth!
From, Liddy
Henry’s drawings were cool. I liked how he combined animals.
From, Adi
Dear Jackson,
I love how the two characters told a story! I loved the way you created the cave it was
impeccable such an artist and so much capability!
From, Alberta
Rowen – I loved your aircraft carrier. Thanks for the cool facts about ships and boats.
From, Vincent
Dear Cassie,
The way you did that pop-up taught me something new, as the earth over shines the paper
you have so much potential as a professional artist and I cant wait to see the next piece of
art you create!
Your sculpture is super cool and so diﬀerent to a 2D drawing.
From, Alberta
Will—It makes me happy to see your photo in the newsletter and to run into you sometimes
on walks!
From, Liddy
Dear Lola,
I love your bear! It’s so cute I just want to cuddle it and those eyes are so adorable!
From, Alberta
I really liked how Alberta did the cherry poem.
From, Cassie
Elle—The dog in your drawing looks so happy that it makes me smile every time I look at it!
It has such long floppy ears and furry fur.
From, Liddy
Dear Maki,
That bird is cool, and I love all the color and it’s super “Fresh” and I love how you drew that!
From, Alberta
Cassie, I loved your solar system. It was so visual. It was easy to understand and it was nice.
From, Vincent
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Dear Henry,
Your drawings are amazing and I love the creative vibes and it’s super cool wouldn’t have
been able to do it myself!
From, Alberta
Dear Immanuel,
I love that Pikachu it’s so cool the Pikachu is on point! So new and amazing can’t wait to see
what is next!
From, Alberta
Thank you Adi! I got my idea to bake from you :).
From, Maki
Dear Julian,
Your whale is so cool I learned a lot from the captions, and I thought that it was amazing
how much you know about whales!
From, Alberta
Olive—Your Pokemon characters are so expressive! I feel like they are popping out of the
page at me, whether to greet me with a hug, or with their claws out. Your pea poem that also
spelled a word looked diﬃcult to do and I wonder if it inspired Alberta’s cherry poem the
next week!
From, Liddy
Cassie’s Solar System
I really like your solar system. It’s really cool.
From, Rowen
Dear Adi,
I love the idea of the recipe I hope to try the cookie recipe soon and eat your cookies! “Ain’t
nobody eats my cookies!”
From, Alberta
Vincent’s Bois de Vincennes
I really like how you added the colors in diﬀerent ways. And the design is really unique.
From, Noah
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Friends
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